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AN  EXTENSION  OF A  RESULT  BY  TALALYAN
ON  THE  REPRESENTATION   OF  MEASURABLE

FUNCTIONS   BY  SCHAUDER   BASES

BEN-AMI BRAUN

Abstract. We define a class of Banach spaces which in particu-

lar include the L", 1 ̂ p< oo, and the separable Orlicz spaces. We

show that an arbitrary measurable function can be represented by

a series of any Schauder basis chosen from that class of Banach

spaces.

1. A classical question posed by Lusin [2] in 1915 asks whether for

every measurable function/on [0, 277], finite or infinite, there is a trigono-

metric series, with coefficients converging to zero, which converges almost

everywhere to/

It was only in 1937 that this problem was solved in the affirmative by

Menshov [3] for the case where/is finite almost everywhere.

By substituting convergence in measure for almost everywhere conver-

gence, Menshov [4] then answered Lusin's question. He showed that for

every measurable function on [0, 277], finite or infinite, there exists a

trigonometric series with coefficients converging to zero which converges

in measure to the function. Talalyan [5] proved Menshov's theorem for

every normal Schauder basis in Lv[a, b], p>l.

This paper generalizes Talalyan's result to normalized Schauder bases

chosen from a larger class of spaces which in particular includes V-\a, b]

and the separable Orlicz spaces. We should note that the convergence

used by Talalyan and in this paper is stronger than convergence in measure.

2. Let L(E) be a Banach space of measurable functions on a measurable

set F<= [0, 1] with natural linear operations. As usual, identify functions

equal almost everywhere. Postulate the following on L(E) :

(2.1) L(E) is contained in L1(E);

(2.2) L(E) contains the function 1;

(2.3) JffeL(E), and if for a measurable function g, 05?g(x)^/(x)

almost everywhere, then g e L(E);

(2.4) If fe L(E) and Xa 's the characteristic function of the measurable
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set A, then \\ f%A\\ = \\ f\\Agoes to zero as\A\ goes to zero, where \A\ denotes

the Lebesgue measure of A.

Next we define the mode of convergence, which is stronger than mere

convergence in measure. We will say that a sequence {/„} of measurable,

finite almost everywhere functions converges to the measurable function/

asymptotically in L(E), if there are defined on E two sequences {gn} and

{oLn} of measurable, finite almost everywhere functions having the follow-

ing properties:

(i) fn(x)=gn(x) + ctn(x), almost everywhere on E;

(ii) limn_œ g„(x)=/(x), almost everywhere on E;

(iii) For any e>0, there exists a measurable set 6c£ such that |G|>

1 —e and ||a„||G->-0 as zz->-oo.

The following is the promised generalization of the representation

theorem proved by Talalyan [5], [6],

Main Theorem. Let {</>„}"=1 be an arbitrary normalized basis of the

space L(E). Then for any measurable function f defined on E, which may

be infinite on a set of positive measure, there exists a series

CO

2 bn<f>„   with    lim bn = 0
71=1 ""*C0

vvAz'cA converges to f asymptotically in the norm of L(E).

3. Before proceeding with the proof we need to state some properties

of L(E). They follow immediately from

Theorem (Lorentz). Suppose that X satisfies (2.2)-(2.4) and Y

consists of all measurable functions g defined on Efor which $Ef(x)g(x) dx

exists for all f in X. Then

(f, g) = f f(x)gix) dx,        g £ Y,
Je

is the general form of a continuous linear functional on X, and its norm

is equal to \\g\\*=sapmsl if,g)<co.

Corollary 3.1. We have an Holder inequality. IffeLiE) and ge

L*(E)then\if,g)\S\\f\\\\g\\*.

Corollary 3.2.   If g e L*(E) then g e Ll(E).

Corollary 3.3.   Iffe L(E), then ||/||=supw.ál (/, g), g e L*(E).

Corollary 3.4. IffeLiE) and if \g(x)\^\ f (x)\ almost everywhere,

thenWgWMfl
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Corollary 3.5. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, L*(E) satisfies

postulates (2.2) and (2.3).

Corollary 3.6. L*(E) contains the characteristic functions of all

measurable subsets of E.

Corollary 3.7.    If g e L*(E) and \f(x)\^\g(x)\ almost everywhere,

then\\f\\*^\\g\\*.

Corollary 3.8. Uniform convergence implies convergence in the norm

both in L(E) and in L*(E).

4. Now we are ready to state three lemmas, which are restatements of

Talalyan's lemmas [5] in a more general setting. We shall prove only the

first lemma since the other two do not involve the conjugate space and

Talalyan's proofs apply, also the proof of the Main Theorem is the same

as that of its predecessor [6].

Lemma 4.1. Let <f> be a bounded measurable function on A= [0, 1] such

that <f>(x) = 0, if x $ E0<^£s. Let rp1, ip2, • • ■ , y>n belong to L*(A). Then

given £>0 and 0<e0< 1 there exists a bounded measurable function f and a

set e<^E0 such that:

(a)/(x) = 0, if x ^ e and |e|5í£0 |A|;

(b) 11/11 ^(Mle0) \\Xa\\, where M=mpxeA <f>(x);

(C) I Ja (f-/>*l<>, 1^*<7!.

Lemma 4.2. Let {(f>n}n=i be a normalized basis for L(E). Let f be a

bounded measurable function such that f(x)=0 when x$E0<=E. Then,

given £>0, there exists a function F e L(E) and a measurable set e0 such

that:

(a) F(x)=/(x) when x ^ e0, e0^E0 and \e0\ <e;

(ß) |a„|<£, for all n, where the an are the coefficients of the expansion

ofF;
(y)for all measurable sets e<= E \e0,

2a*^ ^e+11/11.   for all n.

Notice that the function (j> of Lemma 4.1 and/of Lemma 4.2 are taken

to be bounded while Talalyan lets them be an arbitrary function of

Lv, p>l. This does not affect the third lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let {<¡>n}n=i be a normal basis for L(E). Let g be a measurable

function finite almost everywhere on E. Then given £>0 and a positive

integer N, there exists a measurable set e0 and real numbers bs+1, • • • , bm
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such that:

(1) e0cE and{e0\<e;

(2) \bk\<e,N+l^k^m;

(3)ii2L.v+i¿A-gii<Ewo><£;
(4) ¡SUzv+i bk4>k\\e^e+\\g\\e, where N+l^s^m and e is an arbitrary

measurable subset of E\e0.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. If 0(x)=O almost everywhere, put /(x)=0,

and we are finished. So, assume that <p(x)j^0 on a set of positive measure,

and let y> be an arbitrary continuous function.

We divide A into n equal subintervals Al5 A2, • • • , A„, and define the

following functions:

<TO = ^ f <¿       (xeA„/c = 1,2, •••,,,);

V"W = nh f V       (x e A,,/c= 1,2, ••-,,!).
|A,C| Ja«

Let the functions take the value zero at the points of division.

It is easy to see that 0"(x)-*0(x) almost everywhere on A. Therefore,

for a given £>0, there exists a set G<= [0, 1] such that \G\>l—e and

0"(x)^>-0(x) uniformly on G. Hence, by Corollary 2.8,

(4.1) lltfn-fell-*0   as « ̂  co.

Since 0 is bounded, say by M, we have |0(x)|<A/ and |0"(x)|<M. From

this, it follows that |0" — 0|iï|0n — <r%G+2Af#(A\(?), and hence

(4.2) 110» - 0|| < 10" - 0||o + 2M || 1 U(Awn.

Now given <5>0, we can find an £>0, small enough so that the measur-

able set G has the property that \\lhMG)<à(4My1. By virtue of (4.1),

(4.2) and the choice of the set G, we obtain ||0" — 0||<<5, for sufficiently

large n. Since ô was arbitrary we have

(4.3) 110" - 011-»-0   as/7-^oo.

From the continuity of y> we get the uniform convergence of y>n to tp and

from Corollary 2.8 we obtain

(4.4) \\yjn - if>\\* ~> 0   as/z->oo.

Next, using the Holder inequality for L(A) coupled with (4.3), (4.4)

and the fact that the \\fn\\ * are uniformly bounded we obtain

lim
n-*oo

f rit" - 0] + Í <t>ifn - v>]
Ja Ja

0.
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The above together with the relation

<f>n(x)Wn(x) - 4>(x)rp(x) = yK(x)[^"(x) - ¿(x)] + 4>ix)¡rix) - y(x)]

leads to

(4.5) lim   Í <f>nipn = Í 4>y>.
n~* t» Ja Ja

Define functions /„ (zz=l, 2, 3, • ■ •) as follows. In each interval AÄ

choose as interval ôk of length |oÄ| = e0 |Afc|, and let

Ux) = -±- f 4,
e0 \Ak\ Ja,

= 0,

Now

xeôkik = 1,2, • • •, ri);

k=X

¡fnfn=ï Í f«r=ï f li-*— í Ai— í A

=¿x ¡ÄjUa/AJaJ ) =¿ J*»\ÍAJ Ja/7 V

=2 í rfn = ¡ rwn-

Thus, we have

(4.6) f/„y- = f rr-
Ja Ja

By virtue of (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain

lim     fnipn =    <f>yj.
n~* oo Ja Ja

On the other hand

lim
n-> oo

¡f«V>K-¡fnV>    =0,
Ja Ja

hence

(4.7) lim     /„v =    <rV
«-»oo Ja Ja

Proceed by defining the following functions

gnOO =/»(*)> XeE0Ciôkl

= 0, xeF0O(ULi«5,).
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By virtue of (4.3) and the support of <f> we obtain

llf II<a\*,> = Hn - ¿II(a\b„> = Hn - H -0   as zz^oo.

It follows immediately that

11/» - g„\\ = ll/JWo) = F0 II fW.) - 0   as zz - CO.

In view of the above it is readily seen that

gnf -    fnV>
Ja Ja

this together with (4.7) gives

(4.8) lim      gnip =    <t>y.
n—* oo Ja Ja

The next step is to prove (4.8) with tp bounded, say by K, and not

necessarily continuous. By Lusin's theorem, we can find functions (f>(,

i = 1, 2, 3, • • ■ , which are continuous on A, bounded by K and such

that measure [<f>i9iip]<2~i. Now

0   as zz —► co ;

l(g» -4>)v> i (gn - 4>)(f -  Í>i)     +       Í (gn -  <t>)</>i
Ja Ja

í     (g»-#(v-¿) +   [ten-Mi
Jc^i^t/j] Ja

ú   II g„ - ¿IIW|,V] IIV - ¿P +     \(gn - Mi

¡ten -  Mi^ iM¡e0 + M) || 1||Ut*VJ2K || 1||* +

Now choose z0 large enough so that

Il![*#,] = «o(M + Me0)-\4K HIT1*-

By virtue of (4.8) we can choose TV large enough so that

Íig« -  <f>)Í>io<e/2, n>N.

Putting the pieces together, we obtain (4.8) for the case where y> is bounded.

Last step: given tp e F*(A), choose functions <f>it i = 1, 2, 3, • • • , which

are bounded on A with measure [d\i^ip\<2~i and <z)t(x)=0, when xe

hj>i¥"tp].. Now

(4.9) ign-
Jg

<t>)v>ú\\gn- HoWvw* ̂Mie? + \)in0
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Hence, given £>0 there exists <5>0 such that |G|<<5 implies that the

left-hand side of (4.9) is less than £. Next,

(4.10) f (gn - <f>)w   d f      (g„ - 0)0¿   +    f       (gn - 0)y,
I JA I J[«i>i=vi] J[<t>i*y>]

Choose i„ so that 2_io<(5. Then we have measure [0¿ ^y]<ó, and hence

the second expression on the right-hand side of (4.10) is less than £.

Now, since

(gn - 4>)<t>ia   =       (gn - 0)0¿oZ[</.¿o=v]

we may apply (4.8) and choose a natural number N such that the first

expression on the right-hand side of (4.10) is less than e, for all n>N.

Therefore for any given £>0 there exists N(e) such that n>N(e) implies

that the left-hand side of (4.10) is less than 2£. Hence, we have

(4.11) lim   \ gny> = I <f>xp,   for all y> e L*(A).
n-* oo */A J A

Let £>0 be given. Then by (4.11), we can choose N=N(e, ri) to insure

that

gnWi -       0%
J& Ja

<s, i = 1,2, • • • ,n,

where y>t e L*(A), i = 1, 2, • • •, n.

Then the bounded function/=gjV and the set e=F0n(lJi.=1 ôk) satisfy the

lemma.
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